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My name is dj gramann ii My Project is called Intersections Connect: Wearable Artists Working Collectively on the Local Level



Textile Center

A national center for fiber art

Mission:

To honor textile traditions, promote 

excellence and innovation, and 

inspire widespread participation in 

fiber art.
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Presentation Notes
It is my passion for the work I do as professional costume makerthat has led me to work with the TEXTILE CENTERA FIBER ARTS organization.In their early years, an annual FASHION SHOW and BOUTIQUE was the main source of revenuewhich brought focus to the WEARABLE ARTSHowever, this model was labor intensive and generated little revenue.In recent years they have shifted to an annual GARAGE SALEa model that yields higher revenue with lower labor requirementsEven though Textile Center has strong ties to artists and designers in the Wearable Arts.an unintended consequence of this change is thatwearable art programming has lacked cohesion in recent years.This project was designed to:EVALUATE current programmatic NEEDS of the fashion and wearable arts communitythat INCLUDES other creative, ethnic and cultural groups with RELATED INTERESTSwhile EXPANDING a commitment to CULTURAL DIVERSITY and general INCLUSION.Identify barriersFind programmatic solutions for overcoming  barriers be overcome to include greater diversity in the definition of fashion, design aesthetic, methods of execution, trade practices and existing services and programs at the local level?



Methodology

Research Methods

● Literature Review

● Focus Groups

●Member Survey

● Personal Experience
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My research for this project includedA Literature Review Focus Groups A Survey to Textile Center membersAnd my Professional Experience



Literature 
Review
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This section reviews my academic research



Definition of Fashion

● Fashion

●Clothes

●Costume

●Dress

(Skov & Melchior, 2010) Definition
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Defining FashionThe term FASHION always involves an “ideal”and currently refers to TREND across many disciplines.CLOTHES is considered a neutral term in researchwhile COSTUME refers to HISTORICAL dressIt is Joanne Eicher’s work that has focused research on the term DRESS.Her conceptual framework expands the focus from simply COVERING the body to include“bodily PRACTICE, such as grooming, and the ROLE dress plays in social interaction” (Skov & Melchior, 2008).Does ‘clothing’, ‘costume’ or ‘dress’ best describe the practice of covering the body and how it should be defined?Clothes are just some of the ways in which they are also what make our experience in ourselves possible (Malcolm Barnard, 2014) The debate is complex if the term and the study is to be inclusive.As a phenomenon, the practice of bodily covering is present in all cultures of humanity, but is practiced in different was for different reasons. 



Definition of Wearable 
Art

Wearable Art is defined 
as hand-made 
garments and 
accessories that are 
created to be worn and 
or adorn the human 
body.

Definition
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The following definition was derived from Eisher's work for this project.Wearable art refers to hand-made garments and accessories that are created to be worn and/or adorn the human body.Please NOTE, Due to the historical nature of the research, the term Fashion will be used in reference to trend in DRESS



Fashion 1903 Georg Simmel

(Simmel, 1903) Theory
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A CORNERSTONE of modern fashion theoryis FASHION an essay written in 1903by German Sociologist Georg Simmelwho recognizes the phenomenon of dress AS FashionTWO Key Pieces of Simmel’s work relate to this project



Fashion 1903

● Socializing Impulse

Georg Simmel

(Simmel, 1903) Theory
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FIRSTFor FASHION to exist, the Socializing Impulse AND Differentiating Impulse are both REQUIREDThe SOCIALIZING IMPULSE is the tendency for humans to form simple societies for SURVIVAL.a concept right our of DarwinismAND the Socializing Impulse exists in ALL societies.



Fashion 1903

● Socializing Impulse + 
Differentiating 
Impulse

Georg Simmel

(Simmel, 1903) Theory
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The Differentiating Impulse is the “fear of absorption”that exists in tandem with the Socializing Impulseonce societies become complex.This Impulse causes one to WANT to STAND OUT.Simmel observes the Differentiating Impulse as the driver for CHANGE or TREND in dress that he calls FASHION



Fashion 1903

● Socializing Impulse + 
Differentiating 
Impulse

●Movement or 
“Contagion”

Georg Simmel

(Simmel, 1903) Theory
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THE SECOND PIECE is ContagionOften the one who NOW STANDS OUT is looked to as a TRENDSETTER At this point, the Socializing Impulse (or need to belong) takes overAnd the trend in fashion and dress MOVES through society.Simmel calls this movement CONTAGION



Hierarchical Social 
Structure

Fashion Movement 
Model

Social Structure Movement

correlation
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During Simmel's era, the social structure was Class based and HIERARCHICAL.He also observed a CORRELATION between social structure and the MOVEMENT or CONTAGION of trends in fashion and dress.In this case both are TOP-DOWN



Top-Down Model

Movement (DeLong, 2005) 
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Today there are three types of Movement working simultaneously.Simmel's Top-Down model still exists,conceived in VERTICLE terms (DeLong, 2005, p. 2). 



Side-To-Side Model

Movement (DeLong, 2005) 
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 There is SIDE-TO-SIDE movement, conceived in HORIZANTAL terms as in center to periphery 



Bottom-Up Model

Movement (DeLong, 2005) 
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AND  BOTTOM-UP movement Also conceived in vertical termsbut moves from bottom to top.



F r a g m e n t e d

Social Structure (Crane, 2000) 
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Today, our social structure is referred to as “Fragmented”The workplace and certain social circles tend to be HierarchicalSTATUS is more important than affiliation with LIFESTYLEand EXPECTATIONS of dress are more REGULATED.Outside the workplace social distinctions vary WITHIN as well as BETWEEN social classes.Special and individual interests are multiple and overlapping.TODAY, the CORRELATION between our social structure and movement of trend still existhowever, both are FRAGMENTED.peoples social networks expand and as their social context become more variedthey are exposed to and are likely to adopt new forms of culture (Crane, 2000)



Consumerism   and   Self-Expression

Result (Barnard, 2014; Crane, 2000; DeLong, 2005; Skov & Melchior, 
2010) 
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The result is this…Fashion has become a choice rather than a mandate.Driven by Simmel’s Differentiating Impulse IN this complex social structurethe consumer is expected to construct an individualized appearance based on their own IDENTITY and LIFESTYLE. The clothing itself is less important than the frames that are used to sell it --- due to enormous competition in global market environment.



versusArt Craft

(DuBoff and King, 2006)
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We now take detour into ART THEORY to make two points that relate to this project.First, The debate over Art versus Craft is CIRCULAR among scholarsDuBoff and King state that "a work IS [art] only when the CREATOR LEAVES A PATH of his or her trade and, as a result of a mental concept, constructs something original that appeals to the artistic eye and mind” (2006).Craft on the other hand refers to the reproduction of items that usually involves a set of instructions, templates, etc.According to Paul Greenhalgh earnest definitions of craft include:CRAFT is (or is not) artCRAFT is (or is not) designCRAFT is old (or new) The list goes on, but he ends withCrafts is most emphatically a victim of an unloving world (Greenhalgh, 2002).Charles Fredrick Worth [the father of couture circa 1860] considered himself an artist rather than a dressmaker believing that he was applying” the standards and principles of fine art to dress design” (Quoted in Skov and Melchoir, 2010).There is the case of “Madame Boyd”, a Minneapolitan, travel to Europe twice a year for research, then designed one of a kind garments in the dominant style. Her business consisting of about 100 employees, including seamstresses, cutters, and fitters (Crane, 2000).The tailor and dressmaker made clothing for the rich and the amateur made clothing for the average person (Delong, 2005).



Aura

(Walter Benjamin, 1935)
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AND Secondly Walter BEN-HA-MEAN brings us the concept of AURAAura is the sense of uniqueness and authenticity that is felt whenever one confronts a work of art[which in his words] is destroyed by the mechanical reproduction.Therefore, mechanically produced and reproducible pieces are NOT art because THEY DO NOT POSSES AURA.This ties directly into the concept of "the creator leaving his or her path” of the DuBoff and King DEFINITION of art.



Summary
Literature Review
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Today Simmel’s Fear of Absorption MAY be more powerful that ever in our FRAGMENTED societyLines between social classes and subcultures are vague.People are expected to express themselves through dress.and art and art making are forms of this self-expression.All of these make the fragmented social structure CONDUCIVE to diversity and inclusion.



Field Research
Over Arching Themes
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This section reviews my field research.I conducted SIX focus groups.FIVE of the focus groups had the following OVER ARCHING themes.



Legitimizing the 
WorkCollective Spaces

And Neighbors

A shared costume shop for Twin 
Cities’ Costume Designers and 

Technicians, Textile Artists, Fine 
Artists, Home Sewers, and 

Students.

THEME
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This group comprised of five female entrepreneurswho Discussed ways to “legitimize the work.”They said “If it’s clothing people automatically see it asCONSUMER GOODand expect it to be CHEAP.These women reported struggles with MAKING and PAYING a living wage for garment work.An issue that came up in other discussions.Their passion for the work was palpableYet their struggle with survivalAnd sustainability is a constant



Self-Expression

Wearable Arts Midwest

A group working in all areas of 
fiber and textile related creative 
sewing and artistic expression 
including all aspects of creating 

one-of-a kind garments and 
accessories.

THEME
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However, “Is money the only way to legitimize the work?” The 12 female participants from Wearable Arts MidwestReported doing the work for the PASSION and the SELF-FULFILLMENT as opposed to the money. One participant tells clients that she guarantees compliments. "When people are attracted to my work,they put it on, and it makes them feel more authentic.” In this group wearable art is self-expression for the CONSUMER as well as the ARTIST. Artwear makes people “feel better about themselves and it is a means of self-expression.” I wear a lot of hats. I tell people that if you are going to wear a hat you are going to get attention and you have to be ok with that.”



Education 
Focused

Fashion For A Cause
by

Te’Lisa Twyman

Our Purpose is to expose youth 
and community members to the 
benefits and opportunities as it 

relate to job and career readiness 
in the industry of fashion.

THEME
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Themes of passion and self-fulfillment wereEchoed in the K-12 program at North High SchoolFashion With A Causeis designed to build SELF-CONFIDENCE and SKILLS fashion designHowever, passion is not enough, these participants who need to contribute to the HOUSEHOLD INCOMETherefore, founder Te’Lisa Twymancreated programming for elementary and middle school studentsin order to EMPLOY participants at high school level to instruct the lower grades.Two other focus groups reported there was more money in teaching their discipline than in practicing it.And education is a key REVENUE STREAM for Textile Center.This is because there are few EMPLOYMENT opportunities in fashion and dress for these youth.



Educate the 
Audience

Up-Cyclers

Wearable artists and designers 
working in the Twin Cities with a 

focus on sustainability.

THEME
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The theme of education carried over into the Up-cycler focus groupOnly this group wanted to EDUCATE the AUDIENCETheir issues centered aroundthe equipment required,the labor intensive processes involved AND the fact that human hands are required for garment making.Also struggling to make a LIVING WAGEthey were searching for ways to reframe their work to balance expectations between price pointsthat reflect actual costsand the expectations of the consumerThe consensus was that Educating the audience would help resolve the issue.AREAS INCLUDEDunderstanding quality clothing is an investmentthe economic effects of investing fashion dollars locallyand the negative effects the fashion industry on human resources and the planet



Art versus Craft

Men of Textile Center

The underrepresented subgroup 

of the Textile Center 

membership.

THEME
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Another piece to the education puzzle surfaced when talking to the MALE members of Textile Centerwho, like the aforementioned scholars,had a circular debate around ART versus CRAFTIn every group it was important to distinguish betweenwork that is considered ART and work that is considered CRAFT.As well as distinguishing between calling oneself an ARTIST or “JUST A MAKER”."JUST A MAKER” negates the human connection and investment in our clothing.One participant reported THIS language when submitting items for a juried exhibitionART was defined as “one-of-a-kind items that cannot easily be reproducedWhereas CRAFT is "infinitely replicable.”



Field Research
Themes That Become 

Goals
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This next section looks at groups who experienceCHALLANGES of equity diversity and inclusion.



EQUITY
Somali Women’s 

Leadership Program

Where Somali women learn skills 
to effectively make an impact in 

their community.

GOAL
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The theme was unique to this groupThe Somali Women’s Leadership Sewing initiative was my SIXTH focus group12 female participants reported, "each of us has a NEEDLE”Meaning they all know how to sew by hand.We met for THREE HOURS with an INTURPRETERIt came back and back and back toWE WANT TO LEARN TO SEW ON A MACHINE.Side note: the home sewing machine is mainstream innovation of 1860.The main BARRIERS from their previous attempts to educate themselves wereLanguageAccess to equipmentAnd MobilityEquipment in their building for ”the community”Challenges with ManagementNeed LiaisonThen it was stolenMobilityTheir Cultural comfort zone is in their buildingAll these resources for other groupsThis groups has what SHOULD BE a few minor hurdles



DIVERSITY

Native Peoples

“She conveyed to me that this is a bit 
of a sensitive area due to historical 
appropriation and extraction, and 
advised that you'd have the most luck 
if people knew that you were making 
an investment in community ties and 
not coming in for a "one-off" effort.”

GOAL
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I was in conversation with two pockets of wearable artists that did not come together as focus groupsDue to HISTORICAL Issues of APPROPRIATION AND EXTRACTIONI was advise to hold off on including Native Peoples ifthis project was to be a "ONE-OFF" effort.Since I do not know the future of the project, I took the advise.



INCLUSION

Fresh Traditions XI
by

Center for Hmong Arts and Talent

Steeped in Hmong tradition, each 
fashion designer is required to design 

at least one ensemble using a 
combination of 5 traditional Hmong 
fabrics including: black velvet, black 
satin, florescent pink chiffon, neon 
green chiffon and royal blue satin.

GOAL
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The Center for Hmong Arts and Talentdid not come together as a focus group eitherHowever, I attended FRESH TRADITIONS 11 their annual fashion showWhich brings HMONG CULTURAL DRESS together with MODERN FASHIONThis AMAZING event was RICH in COMMUNITY and CULTURAL TIES.After the show, I spoke to the event chair…Expressing my zeal over the eventI asked: Do you have any connections to the Textile Center?



INCLUSION

Connection to Textile 

Center…

… “my mom cleans their 

building and sometimes I 

help her.”
GOAL

Presenter
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Her response… “my mom cleans their building and sometimes I help her.”
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This response left me speechless.



Conclusion
Three Connections
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In conclusion, I would like to make three connections between the SCHOLARLY andFIELD RESEARCH



Leverage Fragmented Social Structure

Social Structure (Crane, 2000) 
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The local wearable arts community can leverage our FRAGMENTED social structure.Today the FEAR OF ABSORPTION MAY be more powerful that everAnd Wearable Art can facilitate “STAND OUT”In addition, this Fragmented Structure is CONDUCIVE to greater equity, diversity and inclusionDemocratization of Technology allows individual wearable artists toPromote themselves as a Personal BrandLuxury sells “lifestyle”Industrial sells “image”CHALLENGES – The correlation between social structure and the movement of fashion”Fashion Designer” model doesn’t really exist as it once did.Project Runway Model is deceiving



Artist Self-Expression Consumer Self-
Expressionconnection
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Wearable ARTISTS can leverage their connection to the consumer through Self-ExpressionIt is this intersection,the human need for self-express that can be the means for bringing consumer and wearable artist together.connecting on the human level PROMOTES equity, diversity and inclusionArt and art making are ways of expressing the self for the ARTIST.AND Fashion and dress are ways of expressing the self for the COMSUMER.



AURAWearable Art Craft

(Walter Benjamin, 1935)
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Wearable art is hand-made and therefore has the potential ofAURA that can be leveraged toreframe the consumer relationship with the Wearable Artsas ARTAURA is the human spirit in our clothing.IF Art consists of a one off, unique productions, which have a place in ritual and a traditionand which possesses aura as a result of that placeThen based on hand made artisanal practice, wearable art has AURALEVERAGE IT!!!Frame the work as ART or CraftDiscord and ConfusionSCHOLARLY levelLOCAL levelConfusion can be clarifiedAre you merely mechanically reproducing the items?Or Are youLeaving a path of the selfconstructing something originalDoes it have appeal to the artistic eye and mind Frame the work as art!Art consists of a one off, unique productions, which have a place in ritual and a tradition and which possesses aura as a result of that place, the mechanically (re)produced clothes that we wear are not art.Have an interdependence and relevance that needs to be considered.



Recommendation – Textile Center

Define
Wearable ART

for the community

● The work is ART if…

● The work is CRAFT 

if…

● Leverage AURA!
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As for the Textile Center, I have the following three recommendations.As a leader in fiber arts it is important to define WEARABLE ART for the communityThis could be through a wearable arts specific MISSIONthat leverages AURA!



Recommendation – Textile Center

Annual Member 
Wearable Art Show

-Guided-

●Develop Specific 

MISSION

●Meet Monthly

● Build Skills

●Draw in Artist 

Influence
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As for PROGRAMMING specific to wearable artI suggest a year long GUIDED program that culminates in an annual member fashion show focused on Wearable Arts.Key components include Building DESIGN SkillsDrawing in Leading Artist InfluenceAnd Encouraging RelevancyThat Meets MonthlyFor networking As well as over arching guidance



Immersion Education Model

● Basic Hand Sewing

● Basic Machine Sewing

● Immersion Based

● Mobile

Recommendation – Textile Center

(Fortune and Tedick, 2003)
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 And lastly, to FACILITATE inclusion,Create a mobile classroom for basic sewing that transcends language.This can be achieved BY borrow the model from immersion language educationwhere participants are immersed in the subject and learning is supported through a variety of techniques to make the content accessibleAccording to a colleague, this can be achieved predominantly through demonstration (Borka).



Intersections Connect Us On A Human Level
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Intersections in dress and fashion connect us on a human level.Dress offers the tools for creative self-expression, which areparticularly important for those who have been excluded on account of gender, class, sexuality and ethnicity.Dress is a universal phenomenon among all peoplesWe are all Homo sapiensThe single material constraint in fashion and dress is the fact that human hands are required to make garments (Skov and Melchoir, 2010).Yet, dress offers the tools of creative self-expression, it is human nature to express the self (Skov and Melchoir, 2010).Fashion and dress connect us on the human level (Skov and Melchoir, 2010).It might sound cheesy, but it is the connections at the human level that Understanding our needs for social impulses and differential impulses at the at the human level will aid us in more equitable, diverse and inclusive social structures. Fashion and dress as a universal phenomenon can be a an intersection that helps connect us across cultural, racial and sexual boundaries. 
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THE END
Questions?
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